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ps3 mp4 files level 4.1 have many lags in .284 in all older versions it works fine
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Status: Fixed Start date: 04/24/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Kai Schmoll % Done: 0%
Category: Estimated time: 1.00 hour
Target version: 3.0
Found in version: 2.99 Platform:
Description

in new revision 284 mp4 files have many lags and slow downs when the movie has fast action scenes in older revisions like 254 and
275 it works fine.

History
#1 - 04/24/2011 09:21 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Kai Schmoll

Can you make a sample file available?

#2 - 04/25/2011 07:31 AM - Kai Schmoll

Ok i think in 6 Hours i upload a Movie Sample. The Problem is the Sample have 380 MB and my dsl are very slow :-( I need a two Minute Sample but
DVDfab can make only 1 Scene with 8000Kbs ca 380 mb need a day to find a Movie that have 3 mins scenes and fast action Scenes. I reply so fast i
can.

#3 - 04/26/2011 09:32 AM - Kai Schmoll

Hey Ok i have find the Problem! In Version 284 when im seeking more then 1 Times it have many Lags and slowdowns when i play mp4 from the start
its Perfect! i have reinstalled the Version after delete the Old Version and its Ok!
PLS need MKV High level 5,1 and Direct audiocopy (DTS Surround) The actually Version have no Surround Output to the Optical Cable can you make
this Possible?

Thx a lot for the Hard work!

#4 - 06/10/2011 08:35 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- Found in version set to 2.99

I believe this bug has been fixed in recent versions.
There was a problem with video output frames being reordered

#5 - 06/10/2011 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0
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